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Abstract. The paper describes some possible ways how to improve Olympiads in Informatics.
Tasks in Olympiads are small models of programming tasks in software industry and in the lim-
ited amount of competition time contestants need to complete several software production phases
– coding, testing and debugging. Currently, only coding effort is adequately graded, but grading of
other activities may be improved. Ways to involve contestants in overall testing process are inves-
tigated and ways to improve solution debugging process are described. Possible scoring schemas
are discussed. In International Olympiads tasks with real numbers are quite rare. Possible reasons
are investigated and a way how to return such tasks back to competition arena is suggested.
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1. Introduction

International Olympiad in Informatics (IOI) together with International Olympiads in
Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Biology is one of “big” worldwide olympiads for
high school students. IOI is held since 1989 and is annual event. IOI’2005 in Nowy Sacz
(Poland) (IOI, 2005) was attended by 272 contestants from 72 countries.

Following IOI format also previous level olympiads use a similar format – they are
individual, in-present competitions with one or two competition rounds. Tasks are algo-
rithmically oriented and solutions are graded automatically. For contestants from Latvia,
to participate on IOI, successful participation on 4–5 previous OI levels with increasing
difficulty level (school, region, national, selection, Baltic) is necessary.

There are several well-known regional Olympiads in Informatics: Baltic Olympiad in
Informatics (BOI, 2004; BOI, 2005), Central European Olympiad in Informatics (CEOI,
2005), Balkan Olympiad in Informatics (Balkan, 2005).

In this paper by mentioning Olympiads in Informatics (OI) without more precise ex-
planation any competition in the hierarchy of Olympiads, starting with lower level and
ending with the top level – International OI (IOI) will be assumed.
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2. Format of OI

2.1. Basic Features of OI

Olympiads in Informatics are high school student competitions which have the following
basic features:

• Individual. Contestant does not get support and help from teammates and other
persons as well as from such sources as Internet, books, etc. There is a lot of other
competitions where several contestants work together as a team. In fact, teamwork
is more close to real work in industry. However, due to historical reasons for OI
this feature still remains unchanged and changes are not planned.

• In-present. Nearly every international OI now has its satellite online competition
in which every interested person may participate and solve the same task set in
the same time limits as registered participants do. If competition has serious for-
mal impact (such as team selection for higher-level OI), such competitions are
made “semi-online” by adding supervisors and a restriction that contestants are
allowed to work only in a specified workplace (still remote from the main compe-
tition place).

• One or two competition rounds, five hours each. Almost all OI follow this stan-
dard. Each competition round is held in a separate day (and in this sense “com-
petition round” and “competition day” may be used as synonyms), there may be
a leisure day in-between. In Latvia, the first two OI levels (school and region) are
one day competitions, but higher levels OI (Latvian, Baltic and International) are
held as two round competitions. Traditionally, three tasks per round are given. It is
assumed that the best students must be able to solve all three tasks.

• Tasks are mainly algorithmic oriented. The main goal set for students is find-
ing and implementing a correct and efficient algorithm solving the given problem.
Tasks including heuristics and some presence of “luckiness”, as a rule, are avoided
or at least including such tasks in problem set usually raises serious discussions. In
the last years three kinds of tasks are accepted in the OI:

1. Tasks where solution – a computer program must be submitted (if not men-
tioned otherwise, by “task” a task of this kind will be assumed),

2. Tasks, where a set of input files is given and the corresponding output files
must be submitted (this will be discussed briefly later in this paper),

3. Reactive tasks, where a given library must be used (will not be discussed in
this paper).

• Solutions are tested automatically on a previously prepared test set and correct-
ness is determined by checking equivalence of results or checking by the grader.
Feedback from grading system gives to contestant possibility to know wether the
submitted solution compiles and if so, does it give correct answer when given test
examples are used as input data.
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2.2. Competition Round

One OI’s competition round is performed in the following way:

• At the beginning, the contestant receivestask descriptions, where the task together
with input andoutput data formats is described.Limits of task data range and
time limits for one test execution also are given. Task description also contains an
example input and the corresponding output. Maximum number of points per task
is 100.

• Created solutions must besubmitted to grading system where they are compiled
and executed on simple test cases (usually the same as given in task description as
examples). This process usually is calledpre-testing. If output of the program is
correct, the submission receives the status “accepted”, otherwise it is rejected.

• Last submitted solution version with status “accepted” is considered as thefinal
version of the solution.

• After completion of competition round, the final version is tested on thefull test
set. This process usually is calledfinal testing. Every test in this set has some
number ofpoints which are awarded to contestant if this test passeswith correct
result in the given time limit. Otherwise solution receives no points for this test.

3. Testing and Debugging

In the last years automated testing becomes de-facto standard in OI. Despite the im-
possibility to prove correctness of programs using test runs only (Verhoeff, 2006) and
exclusion of several classes of tasks (like theoretical essays and proofs), at the same time,
automated testing radically increases comparison objectivity of submitted solutions. It is
impossible to imagine smooth grading in international arena without such a procedure.

However, there still are some deficiencies:

• The author of the test set (same as etalon solution) is jury. It is possible, that test
set may be in some sense “misbalanced”, especially if the number of tests is too
low (I’m not speaking about trivial problems). For example, on IOI’99 (IOI, 1999)
problems “Traffic lights” and “A strip of land” had only one or two simple test cases
(from ten), leading to low scores and giving no reasonable result distribution. As the
result, the 50% rule was invented (in task descriptions additional limits were stated,
fulfilling which 50% of points were guaranteed), which led to surprising results on
IOI’05 (IOI, 2005) when several contestants had chosen the relatively safe way
to get half of points by solving task in these “light” limits and not attempting the
“hard” ones.

Technical mistakes also took place on previous IOI’s. Disagreement between task
description and some test case (due to changed formulation, variable limits or simply
typo) is possible. As a rule, this is discovered by some contestant or delegation leader
only after investigation of testing results. Such mistakes are corrected afterwards and all
submitted solutions are re-tested on the new test set.
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• From the “industrial” point of view final version of submitted task solution is ex-
pected to be the “release version” in terms of software industry. In OI a working
version of a weaker algorithm is better than a perfect implementation containing
one typo. Such programs may be called “one wrong symbol” programs. At 11th
International Olympiad in Informatics contestant got 0 points for task “Flatten”
program where replacing “N ” to “ M ” in a “for” loop made the solution worth of
100 points (IOI, 1999). On the other hand, rarely a contestant may feel lucky, when
solution is not penalized due to “gaps” in used test set. For example, on 4th Central
European Olympiad in Informatics a contestant got 90% of score for task “Shoot-
ing Contest” despite the fact that he implemented a solution for square areas only
instead of rectangular ones mentioned in the task description (CEOI, 1997).

After a competition round for each of tasks there are:

• one test set, made by jury;
• N + 1 solution (N contestant solutions and the (best possible) jury solution).

OI grading systems allow very fast testing of allN submitted solutions even if there
are hundreds of them. To be more precise, by distributing computing power between
several computers it is possible to test solutions during competition immediately after
their submissions.

During preparing solution contestant together with preparing program itself is forced
to test his solutions (assuming non-trivial tasks, where correctness can not be checked
without serious testing). Currently, grading system allows only checking correctness of
program only on simple example test cases. Program’s ability to run on bigger input data
may be checked only by creating such big test cases which leads to necessity write one
more program for generating big test cases. The value of such “internal” or “local” testing
allows for contestant himself either have a feeling that his solution is correct (if program
solves all constructed test cases) or shows incapability to write such program ( there is a
test case which can not be solved by the written program).

Till now, only program writing effort is graded adequately. Self-testing effort is par-
tially thrown away. For example, if contestant constructs such a test case which can’t be
solved by program, it is clear, that program is not correct, but there is no way how to
check other contestant’s solutions on this particular test case.

Test sets made by contestants (or grading of testing capabilities in the other form)
may be included in grading process and total number of points could be calculated as a
sum of points for the program and points for the test set.

4. One Test Set or Multi Test Sets?

If there would be allowed to submit also test cases prepared for “internal” testing the end
of competition round, then for each task there would be alsoN + 1 test sets (one from
jury).

Testing every solution on such a large amount of tests will lead to deeper testing of
each particular solution. To mention it once again - technically it can be done in reason-
able time limits (even if it will be couple of hours instead of seconds). Existing solution
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submission system may be improved by adding the possibility to submit test sets and
some checker must be written to validate tests.

4.1. Positive Impact

Positive features of such an approach are:

1. Testing is quite a serious part of software creation process. Efforts made in this
direction also must be awarded. In OI practice there are examples when by creating
good test examples contestant recovers his inability to write a correct solution. If
a test set would be submitted without a working solution, it would be granted also
for this. In software industry, programmers and testers are everyday opponents but
we should not underestimate tester’s side, because good test creation is not an easy
job.

2. If contestant’s solution is capable of solvingN + 1 test set created by different
authors (more than 250 on IOI), it is a more serious product than a program passing
only one test set. With all respect to jury as task authors, in a particular problem,
there may be some hidden traps which are not covered by jury test set, but can be
discovered when tested on test sets of other contestants.

Let’s assume that together with problem solution the contestant submits also test set
– a set of tests, where every test case is supplied with amount of points which will be
awarded if the program passes this particular test case (natural additional constraints are
positive integer number of points for particular test case and the total sum equivalent to
100).

It is easy to imagine two formats of test case data:

• input file and the corresponding output file (appropriate for “unique correct output”
tasks);

• input file and a program producing output file (for “non-unique correct output”
tasks).

It is obvious that in the second case a wrong program leads to incorrect test set, while
in the first case it is possible to construct correct test cases without a proper solution
program. For example, this could be done by a correct, but inefficient solution. Submitting
input and output files in non-unique correct output case fits in category “solution of open
input task” and is not subject of analysis in this paper.

4.2. Drawbacks

Unfortunately, there are some:

1. Only “good” tests are worth of scoring. Moreover — we are looking for good test
sets, not only particular tricky test cases. If points will be granted simply “for tests”,
then there is a potential danger to get a lot of simple tests or generated hard ones
without any shadow of inspiration. It is hard to formulate criteria for a “good test
set”. However, some simple rules can be stated:

∗ perfect solution must be given 100 points;
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∗ partially correct solution must not be given 100 points;
∗ partially correct solution must be given non-zero amount of points (this is

very slippery point, because “one wrong symbol” program mentioned above
will get 0 on nearly all test sets and this is not fault of the test set);

∗ non-efficient (slow) solution must not be given 100 points;
∗ non-efficient, but correct solution must be given some non-zero amount of

points (this rule corresponds to the current IOI 50% rule);
∗ wrong program must not be given significant amount of points (how to sepa-

rate wrong programs from partially correct programs?).

2. What if some task is so hard, that all contestants from programmers revert to testers
and submit only test sets? Would this be acceptable or not?

3. It is not obvious how points must be given for separate test cases. One possible
approach is to execute all programs on all original tests (avoiding executing the
same test more than once by excluding repeating tests during test merge process)
and normalizing score to 100/maximum_possible_amount_of_points.

However, in this case, if all contestants submit too easy or too hard test sets, then the
results can be seriously biased. Solution to this could be awarding a part of points (say,
the famous 50%) according to tests prepared by jury and, the remaining part – according
to tests prepared by contestants.

4.3. Testing Tournaments

Another possible way could be to look at the testing process as a great tournament, where
each contestant program fights with every contestant’s (even with himself) test set. The
case of three contestants is presented in Table 1.

In the given example (Table 1) contestant A got 300 points against 295 got by Jury,
and Contestant C failed on some of his own tests. If tests are not submitted (Contestant
B), then all participants get equivalent number of points. It can be either 0 (there were
no test cases, on which to test the solution) or 100 (no test case is failed) – this will not

Table 1

Example of testing tournament for three contestants

Tests submitted by:

Jury Contestant A Contestant B Contestant C

P
ro

gr
am

su
bm

itt
ed

by
:

Jury Passed all
tests (100)

Passed all
tests (100)

Tests not
submitted (0)

Passed
partially (95)

Contestant A Passed all
tests (100)

Passed all
tests (100)

Tests not
submitted (0)

Passed all
tests (100)

Contestant B Passed all
tests (100)

Passed all
tests (100)

Tests not
submitted (0)

Passed
partially (55)

Contestant C Passed
partially (90)

Passed
partially (95)

Tests not
submitted (0)

Passed
partially (85)
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Table 2

Score change for different grading schemas

Points

Using existing grading schema Using all submitted test sets

Jury 100 295/300 = 98.3

Contestant A 100 300/300 = 100

Contestant B 100 255/300 = 85

Contestant C 90 270/300 = 90

influence relative standings of contestants – only the absolute amount of received points
will change.

In the actual OI only one (“Jury”) column is taken into account.
After testing on all submitted test sets results may be essentially different. As seen

in the given example (Table 2), contestants indistinguishable when using old grading
schema (A and B) becomes distinguishible. Contestant, having lower rank under the old
schema (C), now have higher rank. Embarrasing things can happen if jury’s solution will
not receive the full score (as seen in the example). Our expectation is that jury solution
must pass all tests in the given time limits and contestants will not find counterexamples
investigating jury source code. If there is no such solution which receives perfect score
(as A in the example) this can raise question about solvability of the task as such.

Weakness of this “tournament” approach is that contestants are stimulated in sub-
mitting only tricky tests to “catch” opponents, and not balanced test sets for throughout
analysis of programs.

4.4. “Challenge” Approach

Another version of tournament also is possible:source code of every contestant program
which passed all jury tests is given to all contestants. Similar approach is used in the
“Challenge” phase of TopCoder competition (TopCoder). The task now would be – find
one test case which this particular (“perfect” from the viewpoint of jury!) programdoes
not pass and receive some points for this case. In example given above, A and B pro-
grams would be investigated, and C can potentially raise his score by finding a test which
“beats” B’s program. At the end, all total scores must be normalized to 100 points and
the contestant who got full score after jury’s testing and did not find (or even did not try
to find) any mistakes in opponent’s programs may be overtaken by a diligent tester who
was not perfect after jury’s tests.

However, if such “challenge” phase would be included in official program of the com-
petition, contestants may start “defend” their source code by making it unreadable. Such
code is also known as “obfuscated code“.
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5. Testing on a Complete Test Set

For “one wrong symbol” programs, it is quite clear that in real life such mistakes are
found and corrected quite easily, sometimes even in seconds. On OI there is no way how
to manage this and nearly every year there are protests or begging for making exceptions
in the rules to accept such solutions which, in fact,are really good.

One possible solution could be giving some amount of time for correction of mistakes
when the results of full-range testing are announced (similar to Association for Comput-
ing Machinery (ACM) competitions). If this time is not very big (say, one hour for three
tasks), there is no way to rewrite all from scratch, but is plenty of time for correcting small
mistakes (and creating new ones). However, it may be hard to change existing timetables
of international OI, where right after a competition round a dinner is planned and con-
testants can discuss their solutions so making impossible further return to solutions not
breaking at the same time the idea of individual competition.

A more realistic approach could be permission to check solutions on the full jury test
set. If it would show that results in all test cases are perfect, contestant would know in
advance that his solution is perfect, but in case of total testing he can be sure that solution
is at least “fairly good”. If the result after this “first try” is not perfect, there is time for
error fixing (and making new errors). Of course, if the contestant works in a hurry and
has no time to validate, then the old schema works – last submitted program which passes
initial tests, qualifies for full grading and the obtained result will be final.

To avoid some “gambling” (“first try” gives some information about test set and so-
lution is modified in such a way to pass only this particular test set) number of these
“preliminary testings on a complete test set” must not be big. One, or maybe two, but
no more. It will help on testing, but in contradistinction to ACM, solution can get points
also if the task is not solved perfectly. To stimulate thinking before sending there can be
involved a rule that the total amount of points is calculated as (points_in_first_version +
points_in_final_version)/2. If there is only one submission, then these two numbers are
equal. If we use this formula, a contestant who solves the task perfectly and makes only
one submission, still has advantage. Of course, such counting does not exclude possibil-
ity to worsen the first result (say, 90 points after the first testing, 40 points after the final
testing due to new errors leads to overall score 65).

There could be also other grading schemas: only final version result is taken into ac-
count and in case of equivalent results higher rank has the contestant who used less test-
ings (like counting jumps in high jump competitions). In case of usage of tests made by
other contestants, this “one version” approach is preferable to keeping records of several
distinct program versions for each contestant.

Together with visible pros there are also serious contras. There will be much more
serious responsibility on jury during preparation of the final test set – it simply must be
PERFECT. If usually final test set becomes “visible” only after competition round during
final testing, now possible errors will have impact during the first “big submissions”.
Failing in some test case due to jury mistake can mislead contestant forcing him seek
for nonexistent error so wasting time or stimulating making inappropriate changes and
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submitting a worse version. Also server workload must be limited to avoid overloading
in last competition round minutes due to lot of requests for first try full testings.

6. Rehabilitation of Real Numbers

During the last years in international OI only a few tasks were using real (or non-integer)
numbers.

As a rule, tasks with non-integer numbers are not welcome on OI’s and serious analy-
sis of possible reasons is already done (Horvath and Verhoeff, 2003). One of the technical
difficulties in tasks with real number output is the impossibility of simple checking cor-
rectness of a given answer on equivalence/non-equivalence basis. Simple transformation
of a task with non-integer output to a task with integer output will be demonstrated below.

In tasks with non-integer output the expected precision of answer is defined by requir-
ing for one of the following:

• some number of correct digits after the decimal point;
• some number of correct significant digits;
• limited allowed difference between contestant’s and jury’s results.

In the automated Latvian OI task testing system (OLIMPS) a different approach for
tasks with real number answers is used.

Let’s assume a usual OI task where some input file is given and some output file con-
taining one real number must be produced. Task description includes one of the necessary
conditions for answers, given above.

In the suggested approach, the original input will be appended by additional 100 real
numbers – possible answers, one of which is “correct” (the answer obtained by jury).
Task section is changed in such a way that instead of original “compute and output” must
be stated “compute and decide which of given possible answers is closest to your result,
where “closest” means that absolute value of difference between your result and this
answer among all possible answers is minimum.” And instead of a real number in original
formulation now oneinteger – index of the answer must be written in file. Obviously,
this simplifies testing of solutions – now the answer given by program must be equivalent
to the correct answer. The number 100 was chosen arbitrary just to minimize the risk
of successful guessing and avoiding essential additional computations. Possible answers
can be given in sorted or random order – there is no obvious advantage of any of them.

Thus the original solution program must be extended by adding code like the follow-
ing Fig. 1 and instead of output ofresult in original formulation, nowi_best must
be written as answer in output file. Such improvements can be done by an average OI
contestant quite easy.

But is this “modified description” the same as the original one in the sense of precision
and how this precision can be managed?

If, in the possible answer set, the gap between two given answers is2ε (assuming
the same gap between any two neighbor answers), then the contestant must compute his
result with precisionε to get closer to the correct answer (see Fig. 2). This corresponds
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{“result” at this point is computed real answer}
readln(input,possible_answer);
i_best := 1;
delta_best := abs (result - possible_answer);
for i:=2 to 100 do
begin
readln(input,possible_answer);
delta := abs (result - possible_answer);
if delta<delta_best
then
begin
i_best := i;
delta_best := delta;
end;

end;

Fig. 1. Example of additional code in Pascal.

Fig. 2. Acceptance region.ai, aj , acorrect – three of 100 given possible answers,acorrect – correct answer.

directly with the third accuracy criterion given above and the value obtained by contestant
must fit in the same region. The only difference is in case if correct value is minimum
or maximum in the given set of possible answers. To avoid such situation, the correct
answer must be strictly an inside value.

Even more – jury can test the accuracy of contestant’s solution, giving similar tests
with the same essential part and changing only possible answers section by increasing or
decreasing gaps between values. It is a well-known practice (ACM NEERC, 2005) that
the same task may be given asking for different precision of the result. In the described
approach in test cases onlyε must be changed.

Unfortunately, the described approach cannot be used in all tasks without a prelim-
inary analysis. It cannot be used in tasks where the knowledge of answer values gives
essentially new information. For example, if the original task asks for finding coordinates
of the point common to all given triangles, the above-mentioned switching to new data
format essentially decreases the level of task, because now you need just to check all
possible answers without any other calculations which is not possible in the original task.

7. Conclusions

In the past decade, technical development of Olympiads in Informatics is marked by
overall involving of automatic testing and systems allowing program submission together
with preliminary testing. However, there are still ways how this development could be
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continued. Involving contestants in testing, giving more freedom in debugging process,
returning tasks with real numbers together with new kinds of tasks may be possible ways
of further successful development. The described ideas should be investigated further to
determine their usefulness at particular OI levels.
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Galimi informatikos olimpiad ↪u tobulinimo būdai

Mārtiņš OPMANIS

Straipsnyje aprašomi galimi informatikos olimpiad↪u tobulinimo b̄udai. Šiuo metu olimpia-
dos užduotis rengia tik komisijos nariai. Tiriama galimybė ↪i š↪i proces↪a ↪itraukti ir varžyb↪u da-
lyvius. Aptariamos galimos vertinimo sistem↪u schemos. Aprašomi sprendim↪u derinimo proceso
tobulinimo b̄udai. Informatikos olimpiad↪u užduotyse realieji skaičiai pasitaiko gana retai, – straip-
snyje nagriṅejamos galimos to priežastys bei siūlomi toki ↪u užduǒci ↪u gr ↪ažinimo ↪i varžybas b̄udai.
Pateikiama ir keletas netradicini↪u užduǒci ↪u pavyzdži↪u.


